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Nationality

Type of work

35%
39%

26%

Technical i.e. data analysts, software 
developers, android developers – 24

Business development/strategic growth 
and product development – 27

Customer success/marketing – 18

in total

Geographical Spread of FinTechs

26

42
1 71

4

52

4 Nigeria; 1 Uganda; 7 Kenya; 4 South Africa;  
5 India; 1 Rwanda; 2 Mexico; 2 Ghana
73% Africa; 20% India; 7% Mexico

77

Recruitment

interns placed

interns who have completed 
their internship have been 
offered permanent roles 64%

52% 48%

M
en

to
rin

g 
Su

pp
or

t 176

39

1:1 coaching/
mentoring 

sessions 
delivered

2 pagers 
written by 

interns

18
monthly socials  

at which 50  
interns 

presentations 
given

All interns 
connected  
to a buddy  

Key benefits reported by Startups and interns

Real life  
work 

experience

Good 
supervision

Opportunity 
to work with 

cutting edge 
technology

Opportunity 
to make direct 
impact in the 

startup

Mentoring 
training and 

coaching highly 
rated – 3.7/4 
rated on exit 

surveys

Exposure to 
entrepreneurs 
and their ways 

of working/ 
thinking

Interns fill skills 
gaps and 

make a positive 
contribution 

Intern exit survey: 
56% reported 

being ‘very likely’ 
and 33% ‘likely’ to 
pursue a career 

in FinTech

Development and training

18 training sessions delivered
5 intro to fintech, 2 market deep dives (Kenya, SA), 

1 CCAF Covid session, 1 CCAF Herman session on SA, 
1 lecture at Cambridge, 1 CMU presentation, 
1 Converting role to FT, 1 feedback session,  

1 social media session, 2 intern deep dives from CCAF 
(bitcoin index and Asia pacific findings),  

1 time management session, 1 session on regulatory decks

How to Look Professional on Zoom;
Giving and Receiving feedback;
How to Talk to your Supervisor;
Time Management
Making a Good Start;
Becoming a Social Media Influencer;
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Tips for Making a Good Start

Every intern has the power to turn their temporary gig into a full-time job, so long as

they observe a few guidelines:

Don't be late

Your arrival at the office or at virtual meetings sets the tone for the day. It doesn't

matter if you work in a tiny tech startup or a large corporation. Someone
 will notice

when you clock in and clock out.

Dress to impress

This seems so simple, but the attire some interns believe to be appropriate would

shock you. There are three wardrobe categories into which your company could fall:

business casual, business creative, and business corporate.

Startups and tech companies are typically business casual. Fashion agencies and

media companies tend to lean toward fashion-forward business creative. Finance,

law, and corporate offices are conservative business corporate.

Determine into which category your company falls, then bump up the

professionalism by two notches. Dress for the position you want, not the position you

have, so iron your collars, say no to jeans and keep yourself impeccably groomed at

all times. At least from the waist up for virtual meetings.

Keep your social media presence in check

It is important to have a strong social media presence, but revealing your personal

life to the world can be a slippery slope.

Employers checking an applicant's social media accounts such as Facebook,

Instagram, LinkedIn, and others is very common. Data you post there many times can be

publicly accessed.

And remember, if your grandma would blush, just say no. A few likes and a couple

laughs isn't worth damaging your professional career.
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How to Talk to Your SupervisorThe dos

1. Clearly state what you need
Your supervisor is likely very busy and doesn’t have the time to sit there and listen to

you giving them tons of background information that is irrelevant to what you are

asking. Whether you’re just giving them a heads up or asking approval for

something; clearly state what it is that you are hoping for so they can decide the

outcome in a timely manner.2. Ask for FeedbackWe don't do it enough because we don't want to be told we're doing something

wrong, but feedback shouldn't have a negative connotation and hearing it

more regularly by soliciting it will only make you better at your job

2. Pay attention to your supervisor’s communication preferences

Everyone’s communication preferences differ; some bosses keep their door open

and don’t mind being interrupted for a quick chat. Others prefer a heads up by an

IM chat or a calendar invite. Timing is also key; pay attention to find a window when

your boss is less stressed so you can contact them then. Taking all of this into

consideration will give you a good indication of the best time to talk to your boss.

3. Show valueYou were hired for a reason; this will be due to your qualifications, experience and

personality, so don’t be afraid of adding value to the organisation. You know what

you’re talking about, so don’t be shy of voicing your opinion. Be the person that

speaks with facts, confidence and reasonable suggestions that produce results,

while at the same time being humble and staying open to opinions from others. This

builds your boss’s confidence in you.4. Establish a line of open communication

Ask your boss how they prefer to communicate, ie Slack or email etc. Is it ok to call

without scheduling?Most employees work themselves up about speaking to their boss because they

don’t have an open line of communication with them. If you can’t anticipate how
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Giving & Receiving Feedback
Giving feedback is a verbal or non-verbal process through which a person
communicates his or her perceptions and feelings about another person’s behavior.

As interns, you want to ensure that feedback is delivered in a helpful and supportive
way so the recipient can act on the information without feeling demeaned or
attacked. Importantly, effective feedback whether positive, negative or neutral,
needs to be timely and sincere

Receiving feedback

Tips for how to receive feedback effectively:

● Be an active listener. Practice your effective listening skills. Encourage the
person offering feedback to talk. You will learn more about yourself, how
others see you, and how others interpret your actions and behaviors.

● Be respectful. Be aware of your body language, facial expression, and tone.
Maintain eye contact and be careful not to get defensive (not even crossing
your arms). If you disagree, are upset, or angry, give yourself time to calm
down before responding. And, when you do, carefully choose your words;
they matter. Take it for what it is; that is, feedback you can use to improve
your performance. Think on how you can improve the behavior, attitude, or
situation. Learn from it.

● Ask questions. Clarify doubts by asking questions. Be certain to ask questions
that help you to understand the feedback. Ask for examples that support the
feedback, but without being defensive.

● Show appreciation. Express your appreciation regardless of the type of
feedback you receive. You can expect that at several times during
employment, you will receive both positive and negative feedback. Saying
thank you means that you acknowledge the effort that was taken to
evaluate you and to provide feedback.

● Make a decision. Reflect on the feedback and decide your next steps, how
are going to use the feedback to further your development and/or better
your job. If appropriate, communicate this to your supervisor.

What not to do when receiving feedback:

● Don't react to the initial sting of negative feedback. It will fade. And until it
does, it's hard to make good use of what you've heard. Sometimes the best
initial response upon hearing negative feedback is silence.
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Time Management and Prioritization

Time management is something that some people struggle with, whereas others are

champions of productivity. No matter the case, to actually master it, you need to know how

to do it. The internet is full of tips, tricks, and methods. But they may not always work. You

have to find those proven and used by time management experts, and then commit to

holding yourself accountable to new habits and behaviors.

Working at a startup means there is always a lot to get done and in limited time. It’s

imperative to develop good practices to fit in your work and personal activities to maintain

balance. Whether you struggle with managing your work now or  want to experiment with

your current methods, check out our list of tips.

15 most effective and proven time management techniques

1. Plan your day in advance

Planning is the first, the best, and most proven of all time management techniques. Firstly,

because it helps to properly organize your work. Secondly, because it gives you detailed

insight into all the things you need to do. If you can plan your daily, weekly, or monthly tasks,

the rest comes easily. Early in your career, you can plan this yourself and then review with a

manager to ensure you are aligned.

There are many ways to plan and organize your work:

● Fancy calendars and personal organizers

● Time management apps and tools - notion is a fun, free app for planning

● To-do-lists
● Post-it-notes, notepads, bullet journals, and other paper forms of time managers

You can mix, combine. and adjust different options to master your time management.

2. Limit email intake

Checking and answering e-mails is a burdensome task. Nobody likes it, yet everybody must

do  it. 

Limit the time you spend on e-mails to the minimum to keep those 30 hours for work (the

average time most people spend on this!).  If you check it in the morning, reply only to those
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